An automated segmentation framework for nasal computational fluid dynamics analysis in computed tomography.
The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to model and predict surgical outcomes in the nasal cavity is becoming increasingly popular. Despite a number of well-known nasal segmentation methods being available, there is currently a lack of an automated, CFD targeted segmentation framework to reliably compute accurate patient-specific nasal models. This paper demonstrates the potential of a robust nasal cavity segmentation framework to automatically segment and produce nasal models for CFD. The framework was evaluated on a clinical dataset of 30 head Computer Tomography (CT) scans, and the outputs of the segmented nasal models were further compared with ground truth models in CFD simulations on pressure drop and particle deposition efficiency. The developed framework achieved a segmentation accuracy of 90.9 DSC, and an average distance error of 0.3 mm. Preliminary CFD simulations revealed similar outcomes between using ground truth and segmented models. Additional analysis still needs to be conducted to verify the accuracy of using segmented models for CFD purposes.